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Abstra t

that spa e. We might form a ons ell ontaining a and d
using this C-- ode:

Calling onventions are so diÆ ult to implement and maintain that people rarely experiment with alternatives. The
primary sour es of diÆ ulty appear to be parameter passing
and sta k-frame layout. To implement parameter passing,
we use the automata developed by Bailey and Davidson,
but we have developed a new spe i ation language that
is implementable dire tly in the ompiler. To implement
sta k-frame layout, we have developed an appli ative, omposable abstra tion that leanly de ouples the layout of the
sta k frame from the order in whi h ompiler phases exeute. We hope these abstra tions will so simplify the implementation problem that ompiler writers will routinely
ustomize alling onventions to improve performan e.

if (hp + 12 > hplim) { // if no spa e is left
g ();
// garbage olle t
}
bits32[hp℄
= TAG_FOR_CONS_CELL;
bits32[hp+4℄ = a; // store the ar
bits32[hp+8℄ = d; // store the dr
p = hp + 4;
// p is the new obje t
hp = hp + 12;
// set hp to next free word

The ode he ks to see if there is enough spa e, and if not, it
alls the garbage olle tor. Allo ation and initialization are
done inline; the bits32[. . . ℄ notation is C-- for a referen e
to memory.
What sort of alling onvention should be used to all
g ()? Stati ally, all sites to g () are likely to be ommon
(there is at least one for every extended basi blo k that
allo ates), but a tual dynami alls are likely to be rare
(almost every allo ation su eeds without garbage olle tion). We therefore want g to have as many allee-saves
registers as possible|this onvention would minimize ode
size at ea h all site and thus minimize total ode size. If we
were to save some registers unne essarily at a garbage olle tion, the dynami ost would be dominated by the ost
of the olle tion. To maximize the number of allee-saves
registers, we an't simply tune an existing onvention to
hange the number of registers saved a ross alls|we must
also be sure that no register is reserved to hold a parameter
or result, be ause an unused parameter register is typi ally
treated as aller-saves (Chow 1988). The me hanisms des ribed in this paper an be used to de ne an appropriate
onvention, whi h an be alled using something like

1 Introdu tion
The C alling onvention on your favorite platform may
have been arefully rafted to make e e tive use of registers while also supporting pro edures with a variable number of arguments. Su h a onvention an be hard to implement, and even a mature ompiler an harbor lingering
bugs (Bailey and Davidson 1996). If a ompiler supports
multiple targets, tail alls, and alls to foreign fun tions,
the e ort is ompounded, be ause one alling onvention is
not enough. Su h a ompiler is required for C--.
C-- is a portable assembly language that is intended
to be generated by a language-dependent front end and
ompiled to eÆ ient ma hine ode (Peyton Jones, Oliva,
and Nordin 1997; Peyton Jones, Ramsey, and Reig 1999).
Our hope is to make C-- as easy to generate as C, while
making the resulting ode perform almost as well as ode
from a ustom ode generator. To this end, C-- must be
expressive enough so that the author of a front end an
ontrol ost tradeo s. A previous paper dis usses me hanisms an author an use to ontrol tradeo s in ex eption
dispat h (Ramsey and Peyton Jones 2000); this paper des ribes me hanisms used to ontrol ost tradeo s in alling
onventions.
One of the ost tradeo s in a alling onvention onerns use of registers. For example, how many registers
are used as allee-saves, aller-saves, and parameter registers an have a signi ant e e t on performan e (Davidson
and Whalley 1991; Appel and Shao 1992). As an example
where use of registers matters, we present ode that might
be used to reate a ons ell in a fun tional language. In
this example, hp is a \heap pointer" that points to spa e
that an be used for allo ation, and hplim marks the end of

all "max- allee-save" g ();

in pla e of the all above.
The ontribution of this paper is a set of abstra tions
that a ompiler an use to des ribe alling onventions.
 We have developed new abstra tions for spe ifying parameter passing (Se tion 3). Our spe i ations de ouple
parameter passing from other parts of the alling onvention, are no more omplex than those used in previous
work (Bailey and Davidson 1995), and eliminate the need
for a program generator apart from the ompiler.
 We have developed a de larative te hnique for spe ifying
the layout of a pro edure's a tivation re ord or frame
(Se tion 5). This te hnique makes it easy to de ouple
frame layout from the order in whi h di erent phases
of the ompiler exe ute, and it makes a frame-layout
spe i ation orrespond losely to the sort of pi ture of
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frame layout one nds in a typi al ar hite ture manual
or alling- onvention manual.
What if you don't are about ustomizing alling onventions? Our abstra tions are simple enough that they
should be useful even for implementing one alling onvention on one platform, and they an des ribe existing, standard alling onventions leanly. Although we have not yet
performed experiments with ustom alling onventions, we
have used our abstra tions to implement standard C alling
onventions on the Alpha, Intel x86, and MIPS platforms.
Implementations range from 90{130 lines of ode ea h, divided about evenly among parameter passing, frame layout, and basi infrastru ture su h as importing modules
and naming registers. We have tested these implementations using Bailey and Davidson's (1996) te hniques, whi h
our abstra tions support. We have also used the same te hniques to on rm that our ompiler interoperates with the
native C ompiler, at least for pro edure alls that an be
expressed in the type systems of both ompilers.

we provide a new spe i ation language and a new way of
implementing frame layout.

C-- and Qui k C-C-- is intended as a target for a high-level{language ompiler: the front end. C-- en apsulates a ode generator|
te hnology that is well understood but diÆ ult to implement. The primary goal of C-- is to enable a ode generator to be reused. E e tive reuse requires that the author
of a front end be able to ontrol ost tradeo s.
C-- omprises a language and a run-time interfa e; the
language is used by the front end to request generated ode,
and the run-time interfa e is used by the front end's runtime system to support su h language features as ex eption
dispat h and garbage olle tion. Only the language is relevant to this paper.
The C-- language is designed around a register-transfer
model of omputation. This model is a re nement (Ramsey
and Davidson 1998) of a model rst used for ompilation
by Davidson and Fraser (1980); a similar model is used in
the popular ompiler g . C-- also provides a form of proedure, whi h may a ept multiple parameters and return
multiple results. Although there is no limit to the number
of parameters or results any one pro edure may a ept or
return, this number is xed at ompile time; C-- does not
support varargs as it is understood in C.1 C-- provides ontrol ow between pro edures using a onstru t alled ut
to, whi h is a bit like C's longjmp but an pass multiple
parameters (Ramsey and Peyton Jones 2000).
C-- has just enough of a type system to help a ompiler
put values in ma hine registers: the type of a value is its
width in bits. Some ma hines have more than one kind of
register, and a good C-- ompiler should put a value in the
kind of register that best ts the way the value is used. For
example, an intermediate result in a oating-point omputation should be put in a oating-point register.
When a value is passed to a separately ompiled pro edure, the C-- ompiler an't see how it is used, so the ompiler needs help de iding what kind of register should hold
it. We provide su h help by using a hint on every a tual and
formal parameter in a C-- program. The hint enables the
aller and allee not only to agree on what register should
be used to pass the value but also to agree on an appropriate kind of register. The hints at a all site must mat h
the hints at the de laration of the pro edure alled. The
set of meaningful hints depends on what kinds of registers
are available and is therefore ma hine-dependent. On the
platforms our ompiler supports, we use three hints: the
"float" hint, whi h identi es a oating-point number; the
"address" hint, whi h identi es a pointer; and the empty
hint, whi h identi es an integer or other non-pointer data.
For purposes of a alling onvention, the type of a parameter is its width together with its hint.
Our work takes pla e in the ontext of Qui k C--, a
new ompiler for C--. Qui k C-- is modeled after vpo, the
Very Portable Optimizer (Benitez and Davidson 1988), with
one small di eren e. Vpo requires a front end to in lude a
\ ode expander" that translates the front end's intermediate form into a register-transfer omputation in whi h
ea h register-level assignment an be expressed as a single
instru tion on the target ma hine. The Qui k C-- om-

2 Ba kground
Before presenting automata and frame layout, we provide
some ba kground on alling onventions and on C--.

Calling onventions
A alling onvention is a ontra t among four parties: a alling pro edure (the aller ), a alled pro edure (the allee ),
a run-time system, and an operating system. All four parties must agree on how spa e will be allo ated from the
sta k and how that spa e will be used: a pro edure needs
sta k spa e for saved registers and private data, an operating system needs sta k spa e to hold ma hine state (\signal
ontext") when an interrupt o urs, and a run-time system
needs to walk a sta k to inspe t and modify the state of a
suspended omputation. In addition to sharing the sta k
with the other two parties, a aller and allee must agree on
how to pass parameters and results. This paper fo uses on
aller and allee; we onsider run-time system or operating
system only when they impose onstraints on a pro edure.
The most signi ant previous work is by Bailey and
Davidson (1995, 1996), who rst used automata to des ribe parameter passing, showed how to use su h automata
to test ompilers (even ompilers built without regard to
automata), and presented a spe i ation language, CCL,
from whi h automata (and other information) ould be derived. We found automata and automaton-based testing
extremely helpful. CCL, however, did not meet our needs.
It is fairly omplex and is used before ompilation to generate parts of the ompiler. We prefer something simple
enough to embed in the ompiler and run at ompilation
time, so that the author of a front end an experiment with
a new alling onvention without having to rebuild the C-ompiler.
Another diÆ ulty with CCL is that mu h of sta kframe layout lies outside its s ope. For example, in
the spe i ation of the M88100 alling onvention, the
ompiler writer must know the meaning of the speial onstants SPILL SIZE, LOCALS SIZE, NVSIZE,
and ARG BLOCK SIZE, must supply values for three
of the four, and must know that the frame size is
round up (SPILL SIZE + LOCALS SIZE + NVSIZE +
ARG BLOCK SIZE; 8). Rather than adopt CCL, we use
Bailey and Davidson's automata and testing methods, but

1 A planned extension to C-- will support a variable number
of arguments, but using a me hanism other than ordinary parameters. Unlike in C, an ordinary all site will not interoperate
with a variadi pro edure.
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Client's view of an automaton

piler establishes the single-instru tion property on its own,
so a front end an simply translate its intermediate form
into an arbitrary register-level omputation without regard
to the target instru tion set. There is also a minor di eren e in implementations. Vpo is implemented entirely in C,
but Qui k C-- is implemented in two languages: Obje tive
Caml (Leroy et al. 2001) is the main implementation language of the ompiler, but the ompiler and optimizer are
on gured using the embedded language Lua (Ierusalims hy, De Figueiredo, and Celes Filho 1996), and part of ea h
alling onvention is spe i ed using Lua. Both languages
appear in examples in this paper. Finally, vpo is a mature
tool that produ es ex ellent ode. Qui k C-- is immature
and produ es nave ode, but it does run hello world and
the kinds of tests des ribed by Bailey and Davidson (1996).
Qui k C-- may be downloaded from www. minusminus.org.

We represent an automaton as a value of type Automaton.t,
whi h is a mutable abstra tion. An Automaton.t supports
two operations: allo ate and freeze. The allo ate operation takes a width and hint (whi h amount to a type
in C--) and returns an abstra t lo ation. The freeze operation is alled after all parameters are allo ated. It returns
the over ow blo k, the set of registers disbursed by previous
alls to allo ate, and information about memory lo ations
used and the internal state of the over ow blo k. The overow blo k is used in laying out the sta k (Se tion 5), and
the set of registers is used in liveness analysis. The other
information is not used in the ompiler but is used to implement Bailey and Davidson's testing te hnique.
A lient of an automaton, either at a all site or in a
pro edure's prolog, starts with a list of parameter types and
gets ba k a list of lo ations and an over ow blo k. Su h a
lient presents the types to allo ate one at a time, then
alls freeze.

3 Passing values between pro edures
The ontra t embodied by a alling onvention must say
where to put the value of ea h parameter or result when
ontrol is passed from one pro edure to another. In a C alling onvention, a parameter is typi ally passed either in a
register or in memory, but a large parameter may be split,
passing part in register and part in memory, and some onventions may require that two opies of a parameter be
passed: one in a register and one in memory. We therefore
represent a lo ation as an abstra t obje t that supports read
and write operations.
As do Bailey and Davidson (1995), we assume that all but
nitely many parameters must be passed in ontiguous, sequentially allo ated lo ations in memory. Intuitively, these
parameters are the parameters that don't t in registers.
We all the area from whi h they are allo ated the overow blo k. The assumption may seem restri tive, but it is
satis ed by all alling onventions we know of, and it ould
easily be relaxed to a ommodate multiple over ow blo ks.
We also assume that it is possible to pla e parameters in
lo ations by working from left to right. More formally, we
assume that the lo ation in whi h parameter k is passed depends only on the types (in luding sizes) of parameters  k.
This assumption is not required by our translator or inherent in the nature of pro edure alls, but it is inherent
in the C alling onvention be ause of variadi pro edures
(varargs). In a variadi C pro edure, it must be possible to
extra t parameters one at a time using the va arg ma ro.
A onvention that supports varargs must therefore work
left to right. Even for other onventions, however, working
left to right is onvenient for both spe i ation and implementation, and a more general model (in whi h the type
of a later parameter an a e t the pla ement of an earlier
parameter) appears to o er no parti ular advantages.
Under these assumptions, we an follow Bailey and
Davidson and use an automaton to allo ate a lo ation for
ea h parameter. Ea h allo ation request presents a parameter's type to the automaton, and we present the types left
to right. An automaton in ludes a nite-state ontrol plus
an over ow blo k. The over ow blo k has in nitely many
possible states, be ause its state in ludes the number of
bytes allo ated. The over ow blo k is the only pla e from
whi h one an allo ate arbitrarily many lo ations.
We use automata not only for allo ation but also to generate a test suite (Bailey and Davidson 1996).

How to spe ify an automaton
We ould spe ify any automaton by giving its nodes and
edges. Su h a spe i ation would be both hard to write
and hard to read, however: Bailey and Davidson (1996)
report 9 nodes and 90 edges for a simple onvention like
the SPARC onvention; the more omplex MIPS onvention takes 70 nodes and 772 edges. An alternative is to
invent an abstra t spe i ation language su h as CCL and
to write a program generator that analyzes a spe i ation
and generates an automaton. CCL uses a few very powerful
operators to talk about parameter passing, and the translation from CCL to an automaton is not obvious. We steer
a middle ourse: we use abstra tion, but our abstra tions
are simple onstru tors that build automata dire tly. Our
spe i ations seem slightly larger than CCL spe i ations
but still relatively readable. One bene t is that we an
implement our onstru tors dire tly in the ompiler, whi h
obviates the need for a program generator and makes it
possible to spe ify new onventions at ompile time. Building the implementation into the ompiler also means that if
you must write spe ial-purpose ode for an unusual alling
onvention, you have all the power of your hosen implementation language. Whatever that language, it should be
easy to re-implement our onstru tors in it.
Our idea is to build an automaton in stages. Ea h stage
may satisfy an allo ation request or pass it on to a su eeding stage. It is also possible for a stage to satisfy part
of a request, e.g., when splitting a parameter between registers and memory. Ea h stage implements the allo ate
and freeze operations, but in a slightly di erent form than
that used by a lient.
 An internal allo ate request in ludes not only the width
and hint of a parameter but also the alignment needed
for the parameter if it should be allo ated to memory.
 An internal freeze request a
umulates all the registers and memory lo ations used by pre eding stages and
passes this information to su eeding stages.
Be ause most automata in lude an over ow blo k, we begin
with the over ow stage.

Over ow An over ow stage satis es every request by allo ating from the over ow blo k. Be ause it satis es every
request, it never passes a request to its su essor, and therefore it is useless to give it a su essor. To reate an over ow
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stage, we supply the dire tion in whi h the over ow blo k
should grow and the maximum alignment of the over ow
blo k supported by the alling onvention.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i

a mutable ell ontaining an integer; su h a ell has type

int ref.
h

onstru tors for automaton stages i+

val bit ounter : int ref -> stage
val arg ounter : int ref -> stage
The stage bit ounter n doesn't allo ate; given a request,
it in rements n by the width of the request and then passes
the request to its su essor. Similarly, arg ounter n in rements n by one and passes the request to its su essor.
The stage regs by bits n rs uses the bit ounter n to

val overflow :
growth:Memallo .growth -> max_alignment:int ->
stage

An automaton without an over ow stage an satisfy only
nitely many allo ation requests and so an support passing
only nitely many values.

implement the \n bits of arguments to n bits of registers"
poli y. It allo ates registers from list rs.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

Sele tion and adjustment of width We de ne two

width-related stages that satisfy no requests themselves,
but only he k or hange requests before passing the requests to their su essors. The widths stage restri ts the
automaton to satisfy only requests for one of an enumerated
list of widths. It is useful for dete ting internal errors in the
ompiler, e.g., passing a 16-bit value when the onvention
supports only wider values. When it re eives a request, the
stage width ws he ks to see if the requested width is in
the list ws. If so, it passes the request to its su essor; if
not, it halts the ompiler with an error message.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

val regs_by_bits : int ref -> Register.t list -> stage

Given a request, regs by bits n rs subtra ts the width of
the request from n to ompute the number of bits already
allo ated. It skips as many registers from rs as are needed
to a ount for bits already allo ated, then uses the rst
remaining register to satisfy the allo ation request. If no
registers remain, it passes the request to the next stage.
What if the width of a request is di erent from the width
of the rst available register? If the request is too narrow
for the rst register, the stage ould halt the ompiler with
a bug report (semanti he king failed to dete t an unsupported width) or ould widen the request. Widening the request is not the same as inserting a pre eding widen stage;
for example, to pass a 64-bit oating-point value on the
Pentium, we want to use an 80-bit oating-point register
if one is available, but request a 64-bit memory slot from
the su essor stage if no register is available. If the stage
widens a request, it in reases n to indi ate that more bits
were allo ated than were a tually requested.
If a request is too wide for the rst register, it is reasonable to see if a ombination of registers an satisfy the
request. For example, a 64-bit request might be satis ed
by splitting it into two 32-bit requests and using two 32bit registers. Splitting requires a byte order to tell whether
the rst register arries the most signi ant or the least
signi ant bits of the request.
It is also reasonable, if a request is large enough to exhaust registers, to use registers to satisfy as mu h of the
request as possible, then request the remaining spa e from
the next stage. For example, a 64-bit request might be
satis ed using one 32-bit register and a 32-bit area in the
over ow blo k.
The stage regs by args n rs uses the arg ounter n to
implement the \n arguments to n registers" strategy.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

val widths : width list -> stage

Instead of halting with an error message, we an alter an
allo ation request to ask for a wider lo ation. For example,
we might embed a 16-bit value inside a 32-bit lo ation. The
widen f stage alters a request for a width w so it has a width
f w, whi h must be at least as large as w.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +
val widen : (width -> width) -> stage

The widen f stage requests a lo ation l of width f w from
its su essor. If f w is larger than w, the widen stage builds
a new, narrower lo ation n that it returns to its lient.
A read from n is implemented by reading the wide value
in l and narrowing the value read. A write to n is implemented by widening the value written and writing it into l.
Widening and narrowing are done using either integer or
oating-point operations, depending on the hint in the original allo ation request.

Adjustment of alignment As noted above, a value that
is allo ated in memory needs an alignment. The alignment
is 1 by default, but if the stage align to f is used, the
alignment is adjusted to f w, where w is the width of the
request. The adjusted request is then passed to the su essor of align to f.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

val regs_by_args : int ref -> Register.t list -> stage

Here, it still seems sensible to widen a request that is too
narrow, but it does not appear sensible to split a request
a ross multiple registers.
It is sometimes possible to make a ounter impli it. For
the ase in whi h bit ounter n is immediately followed by
regs by bits n rs, we provide the shorthand useregs rs.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

val align_to : (width -> int) -> stage

It is possible that the fun tions used to build align to and
width stages should be generalized to use a request's hint,
not just its width, to make their adjustments. We have not
yet needed su h generality.

Allo ation of registers The most interesting stages are
those that pla e arguments in registers. We have identi ed
two poli ies that are used by ommon alling onventions:
\the rst n bits of arguments go in the rst n bits of registers" and \the rst n arguments go in the rst n registers."
We use separate stages to ount bits or arguments and to
allo ate registers. A ounter and allo ator normally share

val useregs : Register.t list -> stage

Choi e among stages Many alling onventions pass

di erent types of parameters in di erent kinds of registers.
For example, a ording to the 32-bit MIPS alling onvention for C, the rst parameter is passed in integer register 4,
unless it is a oating-point parameter, in whi h ase it is
passed in the oating-point register pair 12{13. We implement su h a rule by providing a \ hoi e" stage, whi h
4

uses the hint and width of an allo ation request to de ide
whi h alternative stage should satisfy the request. We reate a hoi e stage by passing the hoi e fun tion a list of
(predi ate, stage) pairs.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

℄

widen (Aux.round_up_to ~multiple_of:32) *>
widths [32℄ *> useregs [eax℄

On the Alpha, the rst six words' worth of parameters go
in registers, and the rest go in the over ow blo k. Floatingpoint parameters go in oating point registers 16{21; other
parameters go in integer registers 16{21. Choi e of register
is by o set of the relevant parameter; be ause both integer and oating registers use the same o set, we need an
expli it ounter.
halpha automata i

val hoi e :
((width -> hint -> bool) * stage) list -> stage
A hoi e stage works a bit like a Lisp ond; when a request

rea hes the stage, it evaluates the predi ates one at a time,
and it behaves as the rst stage whose predi ate is satis ed.
For onvenien e in reating predi ates, we provide fun tions
is width, is hint, and is any.

let _arguments () =
let tr = ref 0 in (* allo ate a fresh ounter *)
bit ounter tr *>
hoi e
[ is_hint "float",
widths [64℄ *>
regs_by_bits tr
[f 16; f 17; f 18; f 19; f 20; f 21℄;
is_any,
widen (Aux.round_up_to ~multiple_of:64) *>
regs_by_bits tr
[r 16; r 17; r 18; r 19; r 20; r 21℄
℄ *>
overflow ~growth:Memallo .Up ~max_alignment:16

Arbitrary state transition Sometimes the lo ation of
a parameter may depend on the width or hint of a previous parameter. On the MIPS, for example, if the se ond
parameter is a oating-point parameter, its pla ement depends on the type of the rst parameter. We solve this
problem by introdu ing history: the automaton makes a
permanent state transition on the relevant parameter.
h onstru tors for automaton stages i +

val first_ hoi e :
((width -> hint -> bool) * stage) list -> stage
The stage first hoi e l is like hoi e l, ex ept that the

hoi e is made on e, at the time of the rst request that
rea hes the stage, instead of ea h time a request rea hes
the stage. After the rst request, the first hoi e l stage
behaves as the hosen stage from then on. An example
appears in Appendix B.
Having first hoi e makes our system general: be ause
stages an be hained and be ause parameter-passing automata do not ontain y les, we an de ne any needed
node-edge stru ture using first hoi e and useregs.

This onvention, like many C onventions, leaves some registers unused. For example, suppose a pro edure takes two
oating-point parameters and an integer parameter, ea h
64 bits wide. When the rst request omes in, with hint
float and width 64, the bit ounter stage adds 64 to tr.
The hoi e stage dire ts the request its rst alternative,
whi h veri es the request is 64 bits wide and passes it to
the rst regs by bits stage. This stage subtra ts the urrent width from tr to determine that 0 bits have been
allo ated so far, so it drops nothing from its list of registers and returns oating-point register f 16. The se ond
parameter, also a oating-point parameter, takes the same
path, but the regs by bits stage drops f 16 and returns
f 17. The third parameter is an integer parameter, with an
empty hint, so it takes the se ond hoi e. The widen stage
has no e e t be ause the 64-bit request is already a multiple of 64 bits, and the se ond regs by bits stage, still using
the same tr, determines that 128 bits have been allo ated
already, so it drops integer registers 16 and 17, whi h are
not used, and it returns integer register r 18.
We have also implemented the standard C onvention
for the MIPS, whi h uses regs by args for oating-point
parameters and regs by bits for integer parameters. The
MIPS argument automaton appears in Appendix B.

Example automata
We present automata used to implement standard C alling
onventions. We build ea h automaton by omposing stages
of type stage. To onne t stages, we use the omposition
operator *>; this in x asso iative operator takes two stages
and produ es a stage. When all stages have been ombined
with *>, we build a full automaton using Automaton.at
start stages, where start is the starting address of the
over ow blo k and stages are the ombined stages. In our
examples, we show only the ombined stages.
On the Pentium, arguments are passed on the sta k, in
the over ow blo k, whi h is aligned on a 4-byte boundary.
Ea h request is rounded up to a multiple of 32 bits.
hx86 automata i
let _arguments () =
widen (Aux.round_up_to ~multiple_of:32) *>
overflow ~growth:Memallo .Up ~max_alignment:4
The ~ is Obje tive Caml syntax that names an a tual pa-

4 Frame-layout folklore
A sta k frame in ludes not only over ow parameters but
also user variables, saved registers, and other data. Loations must be allo ated and laid out in a way that is
onsistent with the alling onvention. There are simple
textbook te hniques that work well for C, but these te hniques don't support proper tail alls. If proper tail alls are
supported, the sta k pointer moves, and are is required to
avoid dedi ating two registers to point to the sta k frame.
We have found surprisingly little dis ussion of these issues
in the literature. This se tion sket hes the problems and
our solutions.

rameter in a fun tion all.
The Pentium's return onvention requires a hoi e operation: a oating-point result is returned in oating-point
register 0 (written f 0), but an integer result is returned in
integer register EAX. There is no over ow blo k.
hx86 automata i +

let _results () =
hoi e
[ is_hint "float",
widen (Aux.round_up_to ~multiple_of:80) *>
widths [80℄ *> useregs [f 0℄;
is_any,
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Managing over ow blo ks

and deallo ate slots last in, rst out. The ompiler uses the
order of allo ation and deallo ation requests to signal both
the layout of slots in the frame and the lifetime of ea h slot.
Be ause deallo ation is last in, rst out, lifetimes must nest,
and the ompiler must be stru tured to make the order of
requests mat h the lifetimes. This requirement is not too
onerous for a simple C ompiler: for example, the lifetimes
of variables in an inner ompound statement (i.e., de lared
within {  }) nest within the lifetimes of other variables.
Last-in, rst-out allo ation is easy to implement using
two pointers: the ursor tra ks the lo ation of the next free
slot, and the high-water mark tra ks the maximum number
of slots ever allo ated at one time. C onventions typi ally
require the ursor to start at the old end of the frame, near
where the frame pointer points, and move toward the young
end, where the sta k pointer points.
The main drawba k of last-in, rst-out slot allo ation is
that when the alling onvention onstrains the order in
whi h parts of the sta k frame must be laid out, those onstraints also a e t the order in whi h di erent parts of the
ompiler may exe ute. Again, these onstraints are not too
onerous for a simple C ompiler, be ause C alling onventions are designed with this ompilation strategy in mind.
Another drawba k is that the frame-layout ode an be difult to understand and to hange, and it is not obvious
how to he k whether it is onsistent with the pi tures of
frame layout one sees in manuals. These drawba ks beome problemati when one wants to support many alling
onventions in one ompiler. In Se tion 5, we present an
alternative that de ouples the order of exe ution from the
layout of the sta k frame.

To des ribe a sta k, we use terminology that is independent
of the dire tion of sta k growth. If f alls g , f 's frame is
next to g 's frame on the sta k, but f 's frame is older. We
therefore refer to the two ends of the sta k as the old and
young ends. The young end is the end at whi h the sta k
grows and shrinks. We also refer to the old or young end
of an individual frame.
When a pro edure f alls another pro edure g , passing parameters, they share the spa e that holds the overow blo k. This spa e is allo ated and initialized by the
aller, f , but read by the allee, g . The shared spa e appears at the young end of f 's frame and the old end of
g 's frame. The aller, f , allo ates this spa e, but who deallo ates it? One possibility is for g to deallo ate this spa e,
perhaps after using it for private purposes. The other possibility is for g to let f deallo ate or reuse the spa e. The
hoi e depends on the alling onvention.
Most onventions for C leave it to f to deallo ate this
spa e, be ause a aller an easily reuse the same spa e to
pass outgoing over ow parameters at multiple all sites.
(A spa e used in this way is sometimes alled an argumentbuild area.) The aller sets the sta k pointer on e, on entry,
and does not adjust it afterward. Unfortunately, allerdeallo ates is in ompatible with proper tail alls.
A proper tail all is a bit like a return and all in one. If
f
alls g and g properly tail- alls h, g 's frame disappears,
and when h returns it returns dire tly to f . A proper tail
all re overs g 's sta k spa e before passing ontrol to h, so
an arbitrarily long sequen e of proper tail alls uses only
onstant sta k spa e (Clinger 1998).
If f alls g and g properly tail- alls h, h must deallo ate
any over ow parameters it re eives from g . To see why, suppose that f passes only a few over ow parameters to g , but
g passes many over ow parameters to h. When h returns
to f , the best f an do is to deallo ate the small over ow
area it passed to g , not the large area that g passed to h.
In other words, if a aller makes a tail all, it is no longer
around to deallo ate anything, so the job of deallo ation
must fall to the allee. This means when ontrol returns
to f , the sta k pointer has moved. Probst (2001) dis usses
this issue at length and presents a nonstandard onvention
for C that supports both tail alls and varargs fun tions.
Even when the sta k pointer moves, we nd it onvenient
to have the sta k pointer return to a single lo ation between
alls. In Qui k C--, we all this lo ation a stable lo ation.
The problem of over ow parameters has a dual: over ow
results. Over ow results o ur when a pro edure returns
more values than an t in registers. (Unlike C, C-- permits a pro edure to return arbitrarily many results in registers.) Like in oming over ow parameters, outgoing overow results appear at the old end of a sta k frame. The
over ow-result spa e must be deallo ated by the aller, but
it may be allo ated either by aller or allee. The hoi e
appears to be independent of tail alls.

Eliminating the frame pointer
Using two registers to point to one frame is ostly; most
serious ompilers use a virtual frame pointer instead. A virtual frame pointer supports last-in, rst-out allo ation: the
ursor starts at the virtual frame pointer and moves toward
the young end of the fame.
If the sta k pointer does not move, the virtual frame
pointer is simply the sta k pointer plus the frame size. Beause the frame size is not known until frame layout is omplete, it is represented as a symboli onstant. We all su h
a onstant a late ompile-time onstant. When the sta k
pointer moves, we need to de ne the virtual frame pointer
di erently. In Qui k C--, the virtual frame pointer is the
value of the sta k pointer at pro edure entry. This de nition allows the sta k pointer to move.
Be ause the virtual frame pointer is not a real register,
we annot emit ode that refers to it. If the virtual frame
pointer is VFP and the sta k pointer is SP , we an always
repla e VFP by SP + k for some k, but the k may be
di erent from instru tion to instru tion. Computing k is a
simple forward data ow problem. On entry, k is zero, and
k hanges only when the sta k pointer is modi ed. To solve
the data ow problem, we rely on the following invariants:
 Every addressing expression that refers to a sta k slot is
written VFP + n, where n is a (possibly late) ompiletime onstant. The sta k pointer is never used in an
addressing expression.
 The virtual frame pointer is immutable, so VFP never
appears in an lvalue ontext.
 The sta k pointer is modi ed in only two ways: absolute and relative. An absolute modi ation has the form
SP VFP + k; a relative modi ation has the form
SP SP + k.

Addressing and allo ating slots
We all a lo ation in the sta k frame a slot. How an we
refer to a slot? If the sta k pointer moves, the textbook
solution is to express a slot's address as an o set from a
frame pointer. The frame pointer is an extra register that
provides a xed base through whi h to address slots.
Every ompiler must have a way to allo ate a slot and
provide its address. A typi al strategy, whi h is used in
the l
ompiler (Fraser and Hanson 1995), is to allo ate
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line up either the high ends or the low ends of the overlapped blo ks. Complete rules are given in Appendix A.
In the internal view of a blo k, everything is as in the
external view, plus ea h blo k is augmented with a set of
onstraints. These onstraints, whi h take the form of equations, relate addresses as pres ribed by any overlapping or
on atenation operations that have been used to form the
blo k. In the example above, if we on atenate bhi and blo ,
the resulting blo k in ludes the onstraint address (bhi ) =
address (blo ) + round up (size (blo ); alignment (bhi )).
To ompose blo ks into a sta k frame, we need to know
what blo ks we are working with. For ea h pro edure,
Qui k C-- reates these blo ks:
 List oldblo ks is a list of blo ks that o
ur at the old
end of the sta k frame. These are typi ally in oming
over ow parameters and outgoing over ow results.
 List youngblo ks is a list of blo ks that o
ur at the
young end of the sta k frame. These are typi ally outgoing over ow parameters and in oming over ow results.
 Blo k vfp is an empty blo k whose address is the virtual frame pointer, and blo k stable sp is an empty
blo k whose address is the \stable" lo ation of the sta k
pointer.
 Blo k sta kdata ontains user data that is allo ated on
the sta k. Blo ks ontinuations and spills hold the
ompiler's private data: one for the ex eption me hanism
and one for the register allo ator.
To ompose these blo ks, we use Lua, whi h is a simple imperative language with roughly Pas al-like syntax (Ierusalims hy, De Figueiredo, and Celes Filho 1996). The Lua
versions of our blo k- omposition primitives support lists
of blo ks, not just pairs of blo ks.
Blo k.relative(b, name , s, a)
Make a new blo k whose base address is p+n, where p is
the base address of blo k b and n is a fresh, late ompiletime onstant whose name ontains the string name .
The parameters s and a give the size and alignment of
the new blo k.
Blo k.overlap(w, whi h end , bs)
Overlap the blo ks in the list bs at either their high
or low ends as spe i ed by whi h end . If bs is empty,
reate an empty blo k whose address is w bits wide.
Blo k. at(w, bs )
Con atenate the blo ks in the list bs . If bs is empty,
reate an empty blo k whose address is w bits wide.
As an example, Figure 1a shows the part of our ompileron guration ode that spe i es sta k layout for a C alling onvention on the Intel x86 platform. The x86 layout
fun tion reates and uses the nonstandard blo k blo ks.ra
to mark the lo ation of the return address. The all to
Blo k.relative reates a new blo k with size and alignment 4 and with an address relative to blo ks.vfp, i.e., an
address that is the sum of a fresh late ompile-time onstant
and the address of blo ks.vfp. The fun tion then overlaps
the blo ks that an safely be overlapped and on atenates
the rest using the variable layout; the urly bra es and
ommas are Lua syntax for a list literal. The resulting
blo k looks like the pi ture in Figure 1b. We make this
blo k the sta k frame by alling Sta k.freeze.
The fun tion Sta k.freeze takes a single blo k and
passes the blo k's onstraints to an equation solver in the
style of Ramsey (1996) or Knuth (1986, x585). Subje t to
onstraints of overlapping, on atenation, alignment, and
size, the solver omputes the position of ea h blo k in the

Given these invariants, it is easy to write ode that, in one
pass, omputes k su h that VFP = SP + k and repla es
VFP by SP + k. The same k should be omputed on ea h
edge into a join point; if not, there is a bug in the ompiler.
The virtual frame pointer enables us to refer to ea h slot
by an expression of the form VFP + n. To help ompute n,
we introdu e the blo k abstra tion.

5 Frame layout by blo k omposition
We want to make it easy for di erent parts of the ompiler
to allo ate slots in any order, independent of frame layout.
For ea h pro edure, we reate a set of allo ation areas, ea h
of whi h will hold a olle tion of related slots. For example,
an area may hold spilled registers, user data stored on the
sta k, ex eption-handling information, or any other data
that is private to the ba k end of the ompiler. Our ompiler
uses at least one area for ea h of these ategories. Ea h
area is implemented using a simple ursor; no slot is ever
deallo ated. Any part of the ompiler an allo ate a slot
in any area at any time, and the allo ator returns a slot
address that is an expression involving a late ompile-time
onstant and the virtual frame pointer.
When slot allo ation is omplete, we onvert ea h area
into a blo k. A blo k is simply a ontiguous region of memory that holds a olle tion of slots. Our Bailey/Davidson
automata also produ e blo ks, whi h hold over ow parameters or results.
On e we have a pro edure's blo ks, we ompose them to
form the sta k frame. At this point, the lo ation of ea h
blo k is known, and we an ompute the exa t o set of ea h
slot. To explain how blo ks are omposed, we present two
views of blo ks: the external view, whi h is used by parts
of the ompiler that reate blo ks, and the internal view,
whi h is used to lay out the sta k frame.
In the external view, ea h blo k has a size, an alignment,
and a base address. The size and alignment are integer
values, but the base address is an expression, not a value;
it typi ally has the form VFP + n, where n is a late ompiletime onstant.2
Blo ks may be omposed by on atenation or overlapping. If two blo ks are on atenated, they o upy ontiguous but distin t lo ations in the sta k frame, and they may
be live at the same time. It is typi al, for example, to onatenate blo ks for spilled registers and for user data stored
on the sta k. If two blo ks are overlapped, they share loations in the sta k frame, and they must never be live at
the same time. It is typi al, for example, to overlap blo ks
for outgoing over ow parameters at di erent all sites.
The result of omposing two blo ks is itself a blo k;
the rules are straightforward. For example, if two blo ks
bhi and blo are
on atenated, the resulting blo k has the
address of blo , an alignment that is the least ommon multiple of the alignments of bhi and blo , and a size that is the
sum of the sizes of bhi and blo , or possibly larger if padding is
needed to satisfy requirements for alignment. Equally simple rules apply to overlapping, whi h omes in two forms:
2 A blo k may also be used to represent ex eption-handling
information. In the frame where the ex eption is handled, this is
an ordinary blo k that is part of the sta k frame, and its address
is relative to the virtual frame pointer. In the frame where the
ex eption is raised, however, the blo k is part not of the urrent
frame but of the faraway frame where the handler is. In this ase,
the address of the blo k is the value that points to the handler,
and this address is not relative to the virtual frame pointer.
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fun tion X86.layout["C"℄(_,pro )
lo al blo ks = Sta k.blo ks(pro )
blo ks.ra = Blo k.relative(blo ks.vfp, "return address", 4, 4)

end

blo ks.oldblo ks
= Blo k.overlap(32, "low", blo ks.oldblo ks)
blo ks.youngblo ks = Blo k.overlap(32, "low", blo ks.youngblo ks)
h ode to dump blo ks if Debug.sta k is set i
lo al layout =
{ blo ks.oldblo ks
-- <-- high addresses
, blo ks.ra
, blo ks.vfp
, blo ks.sta kdata
, blo ks. ontinuations
, blo ks.spills
, blo ks.youngblo ks
, blo ks.stable_sp
-- <-- low addresses
}
lo al blo k = Blo k. at(32, layout)
Sta k.freeze(pro ,blo k)
return 1

oldblocks

shared w/caller

ra

vfp

stack data

cont’ns

private

spills
youngblocks
shared w/callee
stable_sp

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sta k-layout spe i ation and pi ture for Intel x86
sta k frame, and it omputes the values of all the late
ompile-time onstants. Sin e the lo ation of ea h slot is
expressed using su h a onstant, Sta k.freeze then substitutes the orre t value of ea h onstant in ea h instru tion
throughout the pro edure.
The example in Figure 1 is for a standard C alling onvention; for example, the young blo ks are overlapped at
the low end and are pla ed above the stable lo ation of the
sta k pointer, whi h indi ates that outgoing over ow parameters are deallo ated by the aller. The layout for a
onvention that supports tail alls is somewhat di erent.
The full C-- language permits a pro edure to ontain all
sites for many di erent kinds of onventions; in this ase,
the details are more omplex be ause we have to split the
young blo ks into two groups depending on whi h onventions do and do not support tail alls.

The identity of the party ( aller or allee) that dealloates over ow parameters and the identity of the party
that allo ates over ow results
 Information about where the return address is passed
and saved
Adding a new alling onvention is as easy as de ning su h
a re ord. The ompiler looks up the re ord by name at
ea h all site and pro edure de nition. In the re ord, we
use a onvention-dependent fun tion to save registers: although the ompiler an save registers anywhere, the runtime system may need for them to be saved in onventional
lo ations.


The ontra t with the run-time system A C-- runtime system must be able to walk the sta k and re over
values of allee-saves registers. C-- a tually has a stronger
requirement: the run-time system must be able to nd the
value of any live variable, not just a allee-saves register.
We use a single me hanism for both; this me hanism remembers the (PC-dependent) lo ation of ea h variable and
allee-saves register. But in a ompiler for a simpler language, su h as C, the alling onvention requires that alleesaves registers be saved in onventional lo ations. We have
not implemented this onvention, but we sket h an implementation based on blo ks. We would use a table, indexed
by allee-saves register, to store for ea h register both a
one-slot blo k and a Boolean that indi ates if the register
is spilled. When a allee-saves register is spilled, we would
use this table to nd the spill lo ation. We would also
re ord in the table the fa t of the spill. Finally, we would
expose the table to the Lua ode in the sta k-layout fun tion, whi h would in lude in the sta k frame, in the onventional pla es, only those blo ks that are a tually used
to hold spilled allee-saves registers.

6 Completing the onvention
Value passing and sta k layout are not all there is to a alling onvention. A omplete spe i ation requires additional
information. In Qui k C--, we spe ify a alling onvention
using a re ord ontaining these elds:
 Three value-passing automata, whi h are des ribed by
onstru tors from Se tion 3: one automaton ea h for all,
return, and ut to
 A sta k-layout fun tion, su h as is shown in Figure 1a,
that omposes the blo ks of the sta k frame
 The set of registers managed by the register allo ator
and the subset that must be preserved a ross a all
 A fun tion used to save a register that must be preserved,
as des ribed below
 The dire tion of sta k growth, the register used as the
sta k pointer, and the alignment required of the sta k
pointer at a all
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7 Dis ussion

is appli ative rather than imperative, and be ause it supports spe i ations that orrespond losely to pi tures of
sta k layout found in programming manuals. The key idea
is to separate imperative allo ation of slots from appli ative omposition of blo ks; an earlier version that supported
both imperative and appli ative operations was mu h more
diÆ ult to understand. Be ause ea h phase of our ompiler has its own imperative allo ator and its own blo k(s),
phases an easily exe ute in any onvenient order.
Our ompiler reuses sta k slots only when it nds entire
blo ks that don't interfere. A more aggressive optimizing
ompiler might use register-allo ation te hniques to maximize reuse of slots. Su h a ompiler ould still use blo ks,
but the sta k-slot allo ator would probably use a single alloation area, whi h would get get turned into a single blo k.
The tri kiest part of programming with blo ks is giving
ea h blo k a suitable base address. We give ea h blo k an
address of the form VFP +n, where n is a fresh late ompiletime onstant with an automati ally generated name. We
arefully avoid writing ode that uses the name of su h a
onstant. In an earlier version of our ompiler, we often
shared names of su h onstants; for example, two di erent modules in the ompiler might both use the address
VFP + sta kdata. Su h ode led to frequent bugs in
the ompiler, perhaps be ause there is no programminglanguage me hanism to ontrol a ess to su h names. In
our urrent ompiler, when we need to share information
among modules, we give all modules a ess to a relevant
blo k, and the shared information is the address of that
blo k. The new style seems to result in fewer bugs.
When sta k layout does go wrong, the equation solver
used in Sta k.freeze is unable to solve the blo k equations: either there are more unknown late ompile-time
onstants than there are equations, or the equations are inonsistent. Debugging these problems requires are, sin e a
late ompile-time onstant is a bit like a global variable: it is
hard to tell where it omes from. Good naming helps; ea h
onstant's name has a distin tive root that is mnemoni
and an be sear hed for in the ompiler's sour es. It is also
useful for the frame-layout fun tion to print all blo ks, with
onstraints, and for the onstraint solver to indi ate un onstrained or over onstrained variables. If all else fails, we
sele tively turn o phases of the ompiler or remove blo ks
from the layout until the problem is identi ed.

Although we expe ted parameter passing and sta k layout
to be the entral problems of implementing a alling onvention, we also expe ted that they would be separate problems
requiring di erent solutions. We have been surprised by
the similarities. Both problems require allo ation of lo ations, and ea h allo ator is best expressed as an imperative
abstra tion. Both kinds of allo ation result in xed-sized
blo ks, whi h are best omposed into a sta k layout using
a de larative abstra tion. The major di eren es are in the
omplexity of the allo ators. The sta k-slot allo ators are
so simple that we barely des ribe them in this paper. The
parameter-passing allo ators|the automata|are so ompli ated that it is not obvious how best to reate them.

Automaton onstru tors We reate an automaton as
a sequen e of stages, where ea h stage is built using a
onstru tor. The onstru tors first hoi e and useregs
are general in the sense that if we have an automaton in
mind, we an use first hoi e and useregs to spe ify
the nodes and edges. (For full generality we would need
a onstru tor that allo ates a memory lo ation outside the
over ow blo k, but we have not found a onvention that
needs su h a onstru tor.) But automata for C onventions
have many nodes and edges, and automata for onventions
not onstrained to support varargs have even more nodes
and edges. The onstru tors hoi e, regs by bits, and
regs by args make spe i ations easier to read, write, and
understand.
Our other signi ant automaton onstru tor is widen.
The widen stage does not a e t the node/edge stru ture of
the automaton; it is used only to adapt a large lo ation so
it an hold a small value. (It is the request that is widened;
the lo ation used to satisfy the request is narrowed.) We
in lude the widening operation dire tly in the automaton,
but this operation ould be pushed into another part of the
ompiler, or in a system that does not keep tra k of widths,
ignored ompletely. For example, in vpo, the parameterpassing automaton provides a lo ation that is at least as
wide as is needed to hold the parameter. If the lo ation is
wider than is needed, it is up to another part of the ompiler
to gure out how to widen the value passed.3
Our automaton onstru tors may be viewed as parsing
ombinators whose input is a sequen e of types. While
we spe ify hoi e using expli it predi ate fun tions, lassi
parsing ombinators handle hoi e using a su ess/failure
model and a hoi e operator that takes two parsers and
returns a parser (Hutton 1992). We ould easily adopt this
model, but we think our hoi e operator and predi ates
will be more a essible to a ompiler writer who has not
seen parsing ombinators.
We also tried onstru tors that use an ex lusion relation.
Su h a relation might say, for example, that when integer
register 5 is allo ated, oating-pointer register 12 is marked
unavailable. Although Bailey and Davidson (1995) use exlusion to des ribe the original MIPS alling onvention,
we were unable to make ex lusion work for today's MIPS
alling onvention. One ase that is espe ially diÆ ult is a
C pro edure expe ting three parameters with types double,
int, and double. Our experien e suggests that ex lusion is
less useful than regs by bits and regs by args.

Related work Our work is inspired and informed by Bai-

ley and Davidson's (1995) work on automata for parameter
passing. We have not adopted their spe i ation language,
CCL, be ause it is hard to apply to ompiler onstru tion|
a separate program generator is needed, and the semanti s
of CCL are diÆ ult to re onstru t without studying that
program generator. Our ontribution has been to nd a new
way to spe ify a Bailey/Davidson automaton: a way that
is easily in luded in a ompiler and needs no program generator. For omparison, our onstru tors are implemented
in about 450 lines of Obje tive Caml; the interpreter and
program generator for CCL are about 2500 lines of I on.
Our approa h to frame layout is di erent from Bailey and
Davidson's. One signi ant di eren e is how we a ount for
allo ation of a new sta k frame at a all. CCL treats the
movement of the sta k pointer as a \view hange," whi h
renames all lo ations on the sta k. In our solution, there
is no view hange. Instead, we give spe ial status to the
value of the sta k pointer at pro edure entry, alling it the
virtual frame pointer. Be ause the virtual frame pointer
never hanges, the meaning of a referen e relative to the
virtual frame pointer is xed: no matter how the sta k

Blo k omposition The blo k abstra tion is, as far as
we know, new. It works be ause it is simple, be ause it
3 Private

ommuni ation from Ja k Davidson, 2 O t 2002.
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let arguments () =
let bits = ref 0 in
let arg = ref 0 in
widen (Aux.round_up_to ~multiple_of: 32) *>
bit ounter bits *>
arg ounter arg *>
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address (
alignment (
size (
onstraints (

at (hi ; lo ))
at (hi ; lo ))
at (hi ; lo ))
at (hi ; lo ))

address (overlap (Low; x; y ))
alignment (overlap (Low; x; y ))
size (overlap (Low; x; y ))
onstraints (overlap (Low; x; y ))
address (overlap (High; x; y ))
address (overlap (High; x; y ))
alignment (overlap (High; x; y ))
size (overlap (High; x; y ))
onstraints (overlap (High; x; y ))

= address (lo )
= l m (alignment (hi ); alignment (lo ))
= round up (size (lo ); alignment (hi )) + size (hi )
= onstraints (hi ) [ onstraints (lo ) [
faddress (hi ) = address (lo ) + round up (size (lo ); alignment (hi ))g
= address (x)
= l m (alignment (x); alignment (y ))
= max (size (x); size (y ))
= onstraints (y ) [ onstraints (x) [ faddress (y ) = address (x)g
=
=
=
=
=

address (x); if size 0 (x) > size 0 (y )
address (y ); if size 0 (x)  size 0 (y )
l m (alignment (x); alignment (y ))
max (size 0 (x); size 0 (y ))
onstraints (y ) [ onstraints (x) [
0
0
faddress (y ) + size (y ) = address (x) + size (x)g

where size (b) = round up (size (b); alignment (b)) and l m (n; m) is the least ommon multiple of n and m.
0

Figure 2: Equations for blo k omposition
first_ hoi e
[ is_hint "float",

unit (* a stage that always passes to su essor *)
℄ *>
regs_by_bits bits [r 4; r 5; r 6; r 7℄

automaton

F

: rst parameter is oating-point i

automaton

R

: rst parameter is not oating-point i

h

; is_any,
h

℄ *>
overflow ~growth:Memallo .Up ~max_alignment:16

When the rst parameter is not a oating-point parameter, we mostly pa k parameters into integer registers 4{7,
regardless of type. The ex eption is that a 64-bit oatingpoint parameter in the se ond position goes into integer
register pair 6{7, regardless of the size of the rst parameter.
hautomaton R:
rst parameter is not oating-point i

hoi e
[ (fun width hint -> hint = "float" && width = 64),
regs_by_args arg [rpair 4; rpair 6℄;
(* r4/r5 is a pla eholder; uses pair r6/r7 *)
is_any,
regs_by_bits bits [r 4; r 5; r 6; r 7℄
℄

When the rst parameter is a oating-point parameter,
things are more sane and simple. The rst two oatingpoint parameters go into oating-point registers 12 and 14.
Depending on the size of the parameter, we use either a
single register or a register pair. Remaining oating-point
parameters, as well as any other kinds of parameters, are
pla ed rst in integer registers and then in the over ow
blo k.
hautomaton F :
rst parameter is oating-point i

hoi e
[ is_hint "float",
hoi e
[ is_width 64, regs_by_args arg [d 12; d 14℄;
is_any
, regs_by_args arg [f 12; f 14℄
℄;
is_any,
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This spe i ation is 28 lines of Obje tive Caml; for omparison, the CCL des ription of the older, simpler MIPS
onvention is 27 lines of CCL.

